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Abstract
Computational social science uses computational and statistical methods in order to evaluate social
interaction. The public availability of data sets is thus a necessary precondition for reliable and
replicable research. These data allow researchers to benchmark the computational methods they
develop, test the generalizability of their findings, and build confidence in their results. When social
media data are concerned, data sharing is often restricted for legal or privacy reasons, which makes
the comparison of methods and the replicability of research results infeasible. Social media analytics
research, consequently, faces an integrity crisis. How is it possible to create trust in computational
or statistical analyses, when they cannot be validated by third parties? In this work, we explore this
well-known, yet little discussed, problem for social media analytics. We investigate how this problem
can be solved by looking at related computational research areas. Moreover, we propose and
implement a prototype to address the problem in the form of a new evaluation framework that
enables the comparison of algorithms without the need to exchange data directly, while maintaining
flexibility for the algorithm design.
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Social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram have become an integral part of
modern life. Nowadays, people use these platforms not only for private social interaction but also for
civic, educational, and political purposes, such as following global or local news and for participat-
ing in discussions of controversial political and social issues in an open manner (Zhang et al., 2010).
Consequently, journalists have long employed these platforms as channels for identifying trending
stories and topics and as an outlet for their own professional content; politicians consider these
channels valuable for listening “to the people,” distributing their views and policies and running
their campaigns; and “the people” share content and their opinions, participating in the global
exchange of information. However, the social media ecosystem is also a data vault, which contains
valuable information about all participants and their behavior. Commercial players use social media
as marketing platforms, building customer profiles from the data they hold in order to generate
profits through targeted advertising; the financial sector tries to infer sentiment on stocks or infor-
mation on (future) trading behavior in order to optimize portfolios and profit; and researchers
consider these platforms as environments in which to observe human behaviors from a variety of
perspectives and scales, from the opinions of individuals to the evolution of groups, up to societal
processes.
Particularly since the first reports of political astroturfing in 2010 (Metaxas & Mustafaraj, 2012),
the focus of research has shifted to the “dark side” of social media. Instead of strengthening
participation, social media is increasingly considered the medium of choice for spreading disin-
formation, fake news and propaganda, for running automated accounts (e.g., social bots), and for
manipulating society in general (Cresci, 2020; Da San Martino et al., 2020; Persily & Tucker, 2020).
An enormous amount of research based on the analysis of data gathered from social media platforms
has been published. This research has often addressed fundamental questions of human interaction
and behavior, as well as implications for politics, government policies and regulations, the economy,
and society more broadly. This suggests the rise of a new branch of data-driven research, which is
increasingly important in decision making and for understanding online human behavior, including
how it relates to off-line behavior.
It is therefore imperative that members of this emerging research community constantly reflect on
their methodological foundations as a way to ensure good scientific practice. This work provides a
critical view of this topic, specifically focusing on the comparison and benchmarking of computa-
tional methods on social media data and the replicability of research results. The authors of this work
are active representatives of the social media analytics community and perform research on fake
news, cyberhate, the analysis of social media content and sentiment, artificial intelligence, and
automation in social media, as well as on manipulation and disinformation campaigns. Many of
the authors met at the 2020 Human Computer Interaction International Conference held (virtually)
in Copenhagen, Denmark, and discussed the topic of replicability and comparability of research
using social media data. This discussion highlighted a serious problem with two aspects in the field,
which both relate to the availability of data, namely the ability to access representative data and the
ability to easily share it to facilitate benchmarking. One may ask: How could there be a problem with
data? There is so much data available on social media platforms! And once you have a copy, is it not
available for all? The answer to these questions is sadly very simple: Almost all research in social
media completely depends on the goodwill of the (commercial) platforms to share or provide data
and permit its use.
The targets of research in social media analytics are the commercial platforms and their users, and
the relevant data reside within the physical and legal domain of the platforms themselves. As a
consequence, access is provided and controlled by the platforms alone. It is made available (and
constrained) via mechanisms such as Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and data streams,
often with a monetary cost required for greater access. Sharing of entire data sets is commonly
forbidden by the platforms’ terms and conditions or at least very restricted.1 Furthermore, data
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provided by an API may not be the same when queried by another researcher (e.g., Twitter’s 1%
sample API; Joseph et al., 2014; Paik & Lin, 2015; Weber et al., 2020). In addition to the data held
by social media platforms constantly growing, the existing data changes over time as users and the
platforms modify, remove, and otherwise interact with posts, accounts, and associated data. Addi-
tionally, platforms rarely disclose the sampling strategies they use for the data they provide via their
APIs (Morstatter et al., 2013).
A further consideration is the danger of bias in social media studies resulting from differences in
the availability of data between platforms (Persily & Tucker, 2020). For example, Twitter data have
been traditionally easier to access for researchers, and although Twitter activity contributes a
significant portion of online discussion, it is by no means the only major platform. If research
focuses on Twitter simply because of the availability of data, the research community will struggle
to provide a nonbiased view of the online world. Results will suffer from the streetlight effect:
looking for lost keys where a streetlight is, instead of where they have been lost.
Consequently, researchers usually need to gather data sets individually or through small colla-
borations and are then forced to ground their theories and evaluations solely on these unique
collections. The difficulty in exchanging data due to licensing restrictions hinders the comparison
of methods and the replication of experiments. The reported results lack a common frame of
reference. In the long term, the lack of transparency and comparability in our community may lead
to a loss of confidence in published results. For these reasons, this article makes two major
contributions:
1. We direct the attention of the social media analytics community to this rarely addressed
problem and highlight the difficulties of exchanging data and the resulting lack of bench-
marks. From our perspective, the problem is not sufficiently covered by the ongoing discus-
sion of a “reproducibility crisis” as mentioned by Baker (2016), Amrhein et al. (2017), and
Cockburn et al. (2020). The problem is far more fundamental and has to be addressed to
ensure trust in results from this field of research.
2. We provide a conceptual framework to solve the problem of data exchange for benchmarking
purposes, which is currently massively restricted by platform licensing. Rather than requiring
the exchange of data, we propose establishing a distributed benchmarking architecture that
leaves data in the possession of the collector while enabling comparison of the data by
exchanging algorithms instead. In addition to this, we provide a specification and a prototype
implementation. These additions enable more informed discussion of the advantages and
potential challenges in establishing a benchmarking standard acceptable to the community.
This work is structured as follows: We initially provide examples of different data-centric social
media analytics scenarios the authors have experienced. This helps the reader to understand the
problem in context. The problem is then formally discussed and defined. Subsequently, existing
benchmarking practices are considered. From there, we derive a set of requirements and develop a
conceptual model, which is realized as a benchmarking prototype, including a discussion of its
potential and limitations. Finally, we highlight the benefits of the approach as well as future paths
toward a common benchmarking initiative in the social media analytics community.
Anecdotes From the Community and How a Framework
Would Improve the Situation
Before we provide a concise description of the problem considered in this work, we provide some
examples of cases related to techniques and methods used (and the associated challenges faced) by
researchers in the field of social media analytics. Based on the experiences described and literature
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discussing the reproducibility crisis, we then formalize the challenge of data exchange in the next
section.
Stream Clustering
Stream clustering of textual data is an emerging topic in the field of social media analytics. The
overwhelming amount of data produced on social media platforms justifies stream clustering having
its own discipline in the machine learning research community, a discipline focused on the devel-
opment of new ideas and algorithms in an unsupervised setting. In recent years, several new algo-
rithms have been proposed by the community, each with its own advantages and disadvantages
(Carnein et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2020; Yin et al., 2018). A fundamental problem that not only
hinders the acceptance but also the progress of such new ideas is the limited capacity for replicated
evaluation, which is due to a lack of both accessible data sets and algorithm implementations. A few
standard data sets of textual data exist, such as Reuters or 20 Newsgroup (Lang, 1995; Lewis et al.,
2004), but these were never expected to be analyzed within a stream setting. Therefore, as men-
tioned, researchers gather and evaluate their own unique data sets (Assenmacher, Adam, et al., 2020;
Assenmacher, Clever, et al., 2020). While this is a valid approach in theory, it comes with proble-
matic side effects. Most importantly, the raw data cannot be freely shared, and thus to benchmark a
new approach against existing methods, the responsibility falls to the new method’s developer to
find and/or implement and then execute the existing algorithms themselves. This is often hindered
by (1) a lack of public implementations and/or (2) the risk of misunderstanding the implementation
and the resulting misconfiguration. While in theory an algorithm’s implementation should be pub-
licly available, in practice, there are good reasons for code not to be shared, such as when the
algorithm is used commercially. Results published from such comparative evaluations (if any)
should, therefore, be considered with caution.
Hate Speech Detection
In recent years, an increased demand for sophisticated hate speech (abusive language) detection
mechanisms has been observed, especially from news media sites confronted with the challenge of
moderating toxic and hateful content in their websites’ comment sections (Fortuna & Nunes, 2018;
Niemann et al., 2020; Riehle et al., 2020). Typically, moderators have to manually inspect and delete
comments before they are made public. This obligation is frequently further enforced by legislation.
To train and validate sophisticated deep-learning models, for example, that have emerged over the
last decade, a large amount of annotated data are needed to deal with content at scale. Moreover,
only the data owned by the platforms can be used and thus, because they are hard to exchange, the
problem of comparability arises. A neural architecture may work well for one data set, but general-
izability can rarely be demonstrated, let alone guaranteed. Therefore, it is of great value to determine
how an existing model performs on other, well-known data sets. This is often not feasible because of
the platform’s constraints on the sharing of data, and because of privacy regulations, which vary
across the world. The few existing data sets that are commonly used for benchmarking purposes are
small and suffer from biases despite the great amount of effort that goes into their creation and
curation (Wiegand et al., 2019).
Social Bot and Disinformation Campaign Research
The endeavor of detecting social bots (automated agents that are designed to support disinformation,
manipulation, or propaganda campaigns and otherwise simulate human behavior (Al-Rawi, 2019;
Cresci, 2020; Grimme, Preuss, et al., 2017) and disinformation campaigns addresses both
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computational detection methods and the social/political relevance of these methods simultaneously
and has led to an enormous body of research literature (Bastos & Mercea, 2019; Cresci et al., 2019;
Ferrara, 2017; Grimme, Assenmacher, et al., 2017; Hagen et al., 2020; Kollanyi et al., 2016;
Neudert, 2017; Nizzoli et al., 2021; Shao et al., 2018; Weber & Neumann, 2020).
The proposed methods range from very simple decision rules (e.g., defining highly active
accounts as social bots; Howard & Kollanyi, 2016; Kollanyi et al., 2016; Neudert, 2017) to explora-
tory (e.g., Hegelich & Janetzko, 2016; Grimme, Assenmacher, et al., 2017; Ross et al., 2018) or
machine learning approaches (Assenmacher, Adam, et al., 2020; Cresci et al., 2018; Mazza et al.,
2019; Varol et al., 2017) for detecting bots and campaigns up to interactive human-in-the-loop
techniques (Assenmacher, Clever, et al., 2020; Grimme et al., 2018). Naturally, all works ground
their findings in social media data, streamed or accessed otherwise via the appropriate APIs.
According to good scientific practice, authors state the sources of data, access methods, parameters
for filtering and other configuration information, and the amount of data gathered within a specific
time window (often millions of posts). What they usually cannot provide is the data itself. According
to the licensing conditions of most social media platforms, access to public content via APIs is
permitted but is mostly restricted to private use. Additionally, the data provided are required to be
updated regularly to account for changes caused by the deletion of accounts or posts, including
retrospectively.
A further constraint of Twitter’s conditions, in particular, is that although it permits the public
release of the identifiers (IDs) of tweets and user profiles on which research is based, there is no
provision for sharing snapshots of the same entities as they change over time.
The natural consequence of these data-sharing limitations is that most newly proposed detection
techniques are evaluated on new ad hoc data sets, rather than on existing, well-known, reference
ones. This inevitably hinders replicability and comparability of results.
Discussion
The issue of licensing data has led to two common practices in the community: (1) Authors provide
no data sets at all but only the filtering and time window parameters they used for retrieving the data
via the platforms API. Theoretically, this information is sufficient to access the same data, assuming
the sampling strategy of the platform is known (or can be seeded) and the retroactive access to the
(unchanged) data is possible. (2) Authors provide a data set, however, it does not contain the original
posts themselves but only the unique IDs of the considered posts. Using them, others could—again
in theory—access the same data as long as it has not been changed (e.g., posts being removed or
interacted with, accounts being deleted). The latter approach (known as rehydrating) seems to be
acceptable for high ranked journals (e.g., Nature Communications), which otherwise enforce
data transparency and replicability of results, perhaps because it is understood that no generally
acceptable alternative currently exists.
Very few researchers openly provide complete data sets. Patrick Warren and Darrel Linvill
published Twitter data extracted from the Russian IRA troll factory,2 which was collected from the
Twitter Firehose by the Clemson University Social Media Listening Center. It is, however, impor-
tant to mention that these data contain only tweets of account IDs that were published by the U.S.
Congress during the investigation of potential social media–driven manipulation in the 2016 Pres-
idential election. Twitter now offers a number of election-related data sets for research, which,
though rich in detail, do not consist of the raw data.3 Another positive example for data sharing is a
small collection of data available from the University of Indiana on the Botometer website,4 which
contains small but complete data sets. Some of those data sets, however, are also restricted to
manually identified bots and human accounts. Beyond that there are few exceptions of publicly
available data sets for machine learning tasks. These include Wikipedia,5 Reddit (provided in
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databases maintained by Jason Baumgartner6), and 4 years of Gab data (Fair & Wesslen, 2019).
Importantly, there is a distinct lack of available data sets from other prominent platforms, such as
Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, despite ongoing concerns regarding the dissemination of
misinformation and disinformation on those platforms.
The problem that arises with the lack of shared, complete, and unchanged data sets is that most
research in this area remains anecdotal and preliminary. First, replicability is almost impossible for
new algorithms on new data sets, and second, comparison of new technical approaches
(e.g., detection mechanisms) is again hindered due to a lack of common benchmark data. This
significantly weakens such research in the context of scientific discussion and trust in the results
more broadly.
Problem Definition
The previous examples highlight a problem in the development of computational methods and
algorithms for social media data that brings to mind the familiar discussion of reproducibility and
replicability of experimental research. In this section, we briefly review this well-known problem
and its terminology before showing that the problem in social media analytics has different roots.
While the replication crisis is caused by, among other things, publication bias and a lack of research
skills (Amrhein et al., 2017), the benchmarking crisis in social media analytics results from a lack of
sufficiently large, high-quality data sets on which computational methods can be compared, which is
a consequence of restrictions on data sharing (Ruths & Pfeffer, 2014). Plesser’s historical summary
(Plesser, 2017) of the discussion of reproducibility and replicability in the context of computer
science states that a broader revision of experimental methodology started with the work of Claerb-
out and Karrenbach in the early 1990s (Claerbout & Karrenbach, 1992). These authors defined
“reproducibility” as the validation of results by the same researchers on a data set, while
“replication” was considered to mean that other researchers obtain (relatively) similar results by
redoing a documented experiment. King used replicability as the common term to summarize all
variants of redoing experiments (King, 1995). Similar to Claerabout and Karrenbach, replicability
and reproducibility are used by the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM, 2020) badging
system, which is applied when certifying research artifacts submitted by authors as part of their
publications. These different definitions suggest that three categories exist, namely
 repeatability: the same team repeats the same experiment using the same data and experi-
mental setup;
 reproducibility: a different team reproduces the same experimental results using the same
data and experimental setup; and
 replicability: a different team replicates consistent results using new data and possibly a
different experimental setup.
Specifically, the definitions of reproducibility and replicability are in line with the definition
provided in a multisciences perspective report and best practice guidelines on both aspects by the
National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (Fineberg et al., 2019).
Terminology very recently used by Cockburn et al. (2020); published in Communications of the
ACM—the same publisher as the badging system) proposes reversed definitions for reproducibility
and replicability. Baker (2016), in contrast, uses the term reproduction to refer to all repetitions of
experiments (regardless of by whom they are conducted and whether on original or new data), when
she writes of a reproducibility crisis.
Although the terminology in previous works may vary, the basic idea of all relevant discussions is
similar: Researchers should reflect on their choices of methods when working with data and
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experiments. While the natural and social sciences have always been confronted with the challenges
of experimentation and unreliable data, the focus of computer science has only gradually shifted
from deterministic computation (with little experimentation) toward simulation, random experi-
ments, approximation, and (big) data analytics (Bartz-Beielstein, 2006; Bartz-Beielstein et al.,
2010; Fineberg et al., 2019). Once computational methods are applied to social data, computer
scientists are confronted with challenges similar to the natural and social sciences. Specifically, the
field of social media analytics is working at the boundaries of political science, social science, and
computer science, and must address the same issues faced in empirical social science research, as
succinctly stated by King (1995): “At its most fundamental, if the empirical basis for an article or
book cannot be reproduced, of what use to the discipline are the conclusions? What purpose does an
article like this serve?” (p. 445).
Apart from possible general shortcomings in the evaluation and analytics methodology (e.g., as
highlighted and discussed in Hutton & Henderson, 2015, 2018; Ioannidis, 2005; Lewandowsky &
Oberauer, 2020; for general advice on improving reproductibility and replicability, see also Fineberg
et al., 2019), the methodological problem of social media analytics often lies in its empirical
foundation—the available data. As shown in a very recent commentary by researchers from the
social media analytics domain (Pasquetto et al., 2020), the availability of empirical data strongly
depends on the access provided by the social media platforms. The sharing of data among research-
ers is constrained by license terms defined and imposed by these platforms. Although researchers
may be allowed to access data and analyze it locally, the sharing of gathered data is limited to
reduced or aggregated artifacts or even completely prohibited (Bruns, 2019). These limitations are
mostly not related to privacy issues or data protection frameworks (like the General Data Protection
Regulation in the domain of the European Union) but originate from the legitimate commercial
interests of the platforms. (Open) Sharing of data among researchers may also give competitors
access to the data and result in them profiting from it. Offering some degree of openness, the
platforms allow limited access to their data for academics, however, similar to the case of Twitter,
they often restrict sharing of collected data to object IDs only (which refer to the objects on the
platform, meaning the full data needs to be retrieved again) or only to data sets of potentially
irrelevant sizes (e.g., <50,000 objects per day7).
Another aspect that affects the collection of data and their usability across institutional bound-
aries, and thus has a direct impact on the comparability of methodological approaches, is certainly
the different handling of data according to protocols and regulations implemented by Institutional
Review Boards (IRBs). The regulations (e.g., regarding privacy or data exchange), which are set by
different IRBs, can directly influence the usability of the collected data across institutions. On the
one hand, censoring important features before data is shared can reduce their value for others
dramatically, while on the other hand, the process of data preparation before publication can be
tedious and is infeasible for many research groups. Several studies—not only in the context of social
media research—address this issue and demonstrate the heterogeneous landscape of IRB regulations
and protocols (Moreno et al., 2013; Taylor & Pagliari, 2018; Timmers et al., 2020).
As a consequence of platform licensing and instead of dealing with often tedious regulations for
data sharing, researchers gather data via these platforms but refrain from sharing it openly. Only very
few data sets are openly available as discussed above. In other words, the lack of commonly shared
data is a central problem not only for reproducibility and replicability but also for comparability of
competing or complementary approaches, leading to these specific issues:
1. Sampling of data is not transparent: As the amount of social media data is enormous,
researchers can rarely make use of more than a sample of the data available. Depending
on the sampling strategy employed by the platform when data are requested (which may not
be transparent or unbiased; Morstatter et al., 2013), the returned data set for a given time
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window may differ. Although existing streaming data competitions8 require competitors to
work on streams that adhere to similar filter and access conditions, they clearly disclaim that
the results may not be repeatable and that the stream data are not reusable by others.
2. Data changes over time: Even if researchers could have access to all data (including retro-
spectively), comparability of the data is not guaranteed. Platforms modify their data over
time as part of curation. When propaganda campaigns or malicious activity is detected, user
accounts or posts are often deleted. For researchers who develop automation or campaign
detection methods, for those attempting emotion detection and for those who develop net-
work analysis approaches, this can dramatically affect their results (Holzmann et al., 2018;
Weber et al., 2020). Removing the data that their work is specifically targeting may change
the performance of their approaches, potentially unfairly underrating them. It is important to
distinguish this problem from another problem in social media analytics, namely, the ephem-
eral nature of some data collection approaches and research findings. The ever-changing
nature of the social media landscape means that data sets from different time periods may
give very different answers to the same research questions (Stieglitz et al., 2020), and
scholars may find that it has become impossible to ask the same questions of new data
because the necessary API no longer exists (Bruns, 2019), the researcher’s code no longer
works, or results are outdated by the time the paper is published (Munger, 2019).
3. Comparison with others becomes impractical or outright impossible: Considering the above
problems regarding the access and sharing of data, it is not surprising that very little com-
parison of analytic methodology occurs in the literature. Even limited comparisons require a
significant time to be carried out and researchers often prefer to invest time in developing
new techniques rather than on comparing existing ones. Measures are defined and are usually
not compared directly but instead are validated through the use of increasingly larger data
sets, except in those few cases where research groups are large enough that they can collate
and publish on such data sets and share them internally (e.g., Pacheco et al., 2021). As a
consequence, approaches devised by researchers tend to remain isolated and are largely
self-validated. Using these methods to support research on societal models or to justify
political decisions is at least daring if not dangerous.
In the long run, the lack of data sharing, reproducibility, comparability, and competition based on
common problems with common data sets (also referred to here as benchmarking) will lead to a loss
of confidence in this research field and its results, and we could call this our own “benchmarking
crisis” or “methodology crisis.” Without any methodological foundation with known metrics to
compare on common benchmark data, generalization is impossible and the whole research area may
become unreliable.
Although the related term “reproducibility crisis” has been mentioned many times before (Baker,
2016; Bruns, 2013; Hutton & Henderson, 2015; Pasquetto et al., 2020), besides regulatory proposals,
no practical solution for the specific problem facing social media analytics has been provided. Some
authors have previously offered high-level frameworks, as well as workflows (Hutton & Henderson,
2018), for data documentation or scientific guidelines (ACM, 2020) for reproducibility in general,
but a solution for the specific data exchange problem and a framework for benchmarking social
media analytics tools is still lacking. As such, apart from clearly identifying this problem, our work
provides a conceptual model that provides the means for establishing benchmarks as the
data-related foundation of social media analytics. Clearly, other research communities that rely
on empirical data use benchmarking approaches to have a common foundation. Thus, before we
present our proposed approach, its requirements, the conceptual model, and its specification, we will
review several approaches to data sharing and enabling comparability in related scientific areas.
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Benchmarking Approaches in the Wild
From the computer science perspective, benchmarking describes the continuous comparison of
processes and methods to gold standard approaches in order to systematically close the performance
gap of methods.9 The basic principle is to identify differences to the state-of-the-art and to provide
opportunity for improvement. The classical process of benchmarking comprises (a) the selection of a
method (product, process, etc.) to be compared, (b) the selection of competitors, (c) the acquisition
of comparison data, (d) the analysis of performance gaps and the identification of problem sources as
well as (e) the identification of improvement steps (which could then be implemented).
The ability to benchmark computational methods requires that all of these five steps can be
performed and that comparison is enabled by data and method exchange, while the shortcomings
or superiority of methods are measurable with performance indicators. We have already discussed
that the sharing of data is one of the major obstacles in social media analytics benchmarking, as is the
sharing of algorithms and processes in other domains. As such, the topic of benchmarking is not at all
new in computer science, however, there are varying approaches to different scenarios. In the
following, we address some of these aspects from different areas in computer science—from
optimization research to AI algorithm development. Note that this is not a comprehensive survey
on all available benchmarking approaches from all areas in computer science but rather a collection
of spotlights that highlight different issues in benchmarking. The selection of topics is based on fields
the authors have worked in. As such, these areas also inspired the framework presented in this work.
Open Science
In the aftermath of the reproducibility project10 and the resulting failure of many studies to be
replicated, the growing need to make scientific endeavors more transparent and reproducible was
identified. One approach was to identify central repositories for storing project information, data,
and analysis code. Most famously, the Open Science Framework (OSF11) provides a service targeted
at researchers that allows the sharing of different project parts with different collaborators,
reviewers, or the public, each with different levels of access. A core benefit lies in the ease of use
and the research-centric processes. For example, the OSF provides specific means for sharing
projects for review, that is, projects are shared anonymously and persistently but are only available
through a private link. Another feature is the ability to fork (or duplicate) projects to facilitate
replication efforts. Many digital analysis tools interact well with the data API of the OSF (Calero
Valdez, 2020). Another important criterion for choosing a repository is the financial operating plan.
Here, the OSF has secured funding to operate for more than 50 years as of today.12 Several other
repositories exist for other research fields (e.g., nature maintains a collection of repositories13).
However, many of these repositories are data-centric and focus predominantly on sharing project
data over code and other information. The repositories thus require sufficient rights to share the data.
An Early Benchmarking Effort
Around 1980, a series of tournaments was held in the interests of studying the evolution of persistent
cooperative behavior through computational simulation (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). In these
tournaments, strategies (algorithms) were pitched against one another to win an iterated game of
the Prisoner’s Dilemma, at a time when traditional game theory did not have a way to explain the
altruism exhibited by many species, where individuals would act against their own interests to help
others. One iteration of the game pits two individuals against each other, who can either cooperate or
defect. If they both cooperate, they both benefit moderately (e.g., they each receive five points); if
one defects and the other cooperates, the defector benefits greatly (e.g., they receive 10 points) but
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the cooperator receives nothing; and if they both defect, neither receives anything. In the absence of
iteration, the obvious strategy is to defect in the hope that the other individual cooperates. In the
iterative scenario, much more representative of creatures surviving in communities in nature, other
strategies can be more effective over time. By inviting other researchers to submit strategies, it was
determined that tit for tat (cooperate in the first round, then do whatever the other did in the previous
round) was the most effective strategy. A number of valuable contributions were made to the field of
evolutionary biology based on these studies, including the description of a natural mechanism by
which altruism could be explained, which further contributed to other theories (Dawkins, 1989).
In this scenario, the benchmark element is the common platform on which the strategies
were executed and compared, and the performance metrics were the results of the individual
competitions. The Prisoner’s dilemma has a simple specification, so it would have been commen-
surately easy for participants to ensure their strategies complied with the rules of the game.
Conceptually, however, this scenario shares many elements with the current requirements for
algorithm benchmarks despite the extra requirements imposed by modern computational tasks, such
as classification and optimization.
Benchmarking of Algorithms in Optimization
The area of benchmarking in optimization is crucial to compare algorithmic approaches, and a wide
range of benchmarking competitions have been established in the optimization literature. Bench-
marks set standards in terms of areas of interest for given problems where algorithms are desired to
perform well (Ansótegui et al., 2019) and should contain important properties of considered opti-
mization problems (Zamuda et al., 2018). They allow the capture of different characteristics of
underlying problems and distinguish algorithms in terms of properties where they perform well or
poorly. For example, in the area of satisfiability, SAT competitions (Audemard et al., 2020) have
significantly advanced the knowledge on the performance of SAT solvers and led to significant
algorithmic improvements over the years. Similarly, in the area of evolutionary computation, bench-
mark competitions at conferences, such as IEEE CEC14 and ACM GECCO,15 have set new stan-
dards in terms of comparability of algorithms and their evaluation on a large variety of problem
classes. While the aforementioned competitions and benchmarks mainly focus on the comparability
of algorithms on defined problem classes (i.e., the problem structure can usually be formulated as an
equation and the benchmark data are no secret), other competitions specifically address the robust-
ness of methods and approaches with respect to unknown and changing environments. In optimiza-
tion, these benchmarks are termed as “black-box” problems and it is considered as important, that
algorithm designers do not have insights into the problem characteristics and data. The BBComp16
benchmark competition “aims to close this gap by providing an algorithm testbed that is truly a black
box to participants.” Thus, this testbed encapsulates a range of problems unknown to the algorithm
designer. They are only informed about problem properties like the dimension and bounds on
variables. For solving the problem, only a (usually small) budget of black-box queries is provided
simulating real-world restrictions like costly evaluation of solutions. As such, we find a slightly
related setting to our social media analytics scenario, as in social media analytics data sharing is
restricted. However, this restriction is artificially created: The problem data is hidden behind a web
service interface to regulate access from the outside.17 However, all queried data (in this case, simple
function values) are openly provided; they are in principle allowed to be shared, which would not be
allowed for social media raw data provided by many platforms. The BBComp approach nevertheless
provides a partial solution to our problem. We can encapsulate and standardize data access via an
API for arbitrary methods. Additionally, we need to ensure that data are not leaving the local domain
of the data holder.
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Selected AI and Data Science Domains
In the following, we aggregate and address several scientific areas that strongly rely on learning by
using large amounts of data and data streams. This comprises recommender systems, machine
learning approaches, and AI methods in games.
Benchmarking in recommender systems. Recommender systems are software systems that help identify
items that are relevant to the current user utilizing the previous choices by all users (Adomavicius &
Tuzhilin, 2005; Resnick & Varian, 1997). They recommend suitable additions to products in an
online shopping basket (e.g., at Amazon) or recommend movies to watch after finishing another
(e.g., at Netflix). Since the performance of these algorithms directly influences business income, the
performance of such algorithms is crucial to the owner of a recommender system. Nothing demon-
strates this importance more than the 2006 Netflix prize. Netflix issued a US$1 million prize for the
best recommender system outperforming their own algorithm. For this purpose, Netflix shared
2 gigabytes of user data in the form of user-generated movie ratings.18 Participants would submit
their algorithm, which they could test on a subset of the data. At the end of the competition, all
algorithms were tested on the full data set. Interestingly, the main finding from this experiment was
that the core metric used in benchmarking (i.e., accuracy) was not the most useful metric for a
real-life recommender system. The best algorithm was able to very accurately predict the ratings of
bad and hated movies, which contributes to a high accuracy but provides no real business value
(McNee et al., 2006). New metrics were designed.
While such data are seemingly harmless to share with the public, risks of identity disclosure from
harmless data are known for recommender systems (Ramakrishnan et al., 2001). Other data sets have
since been added to the standard benchmarking suite of recommender systems, such as the Movie-
Lens data, Jester joke data, last.fm music data, or Wikipedia data. Many others can be found on
Kaggle. This platform even offers a feature where data holders can create their own competitions, by
uploading the data and creating a task, which can be then solved by external participants (this
however is currently limited to supervised tasks with predefined evaluation metrics.19,20
Data from recommender systems share many similarities with social media data. They are
user-generated, they are time-dependent, and large data sets are owned by corporations. However,
given the benefit to the field as a whole, companies have been willing to publicly release bench-
marking data sets after anonymization. Releasing benchmark data sets for social media might be
more complicated, though, since the core business of social media companies is the data itself, while
that of companies such as Netflix and Amazon is based on product selling (hence the focus on
effective product recommendation).
Another key difference in data from a recommender system lies in the ease of anonymization.
Removing data columns from a recommender system that carry identifying information leaves
plenty of other information (e.g., structural) for algorithms to analyze and thus to contribute to good
performance. In social media, on the other hand, textual data can leave the author exposed, making it
hard to algorithmically anonymize such data.
Game AI research. Since around 2017, it became clear that the heavily deep learning–oriented thriving
branches of AI have to deal with reproducibility problems. For a few years, many deep-learning
methods have been experimentally investigated and published with single runs (no repetition, no
statistics). The main argument of the authors is usually that repetitions take too long because single
runs already mean hours or days. Similar reasons had been used to do an experimental comparison of
algorithms without proper methodology also in other areas of computer science, for example, in
meta-heuristics/evolutionary optimization. After some years of discussion, researchers in that field
have largely converged to a common toolset that basically consists of structured experimentation
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and statistics (Bartz-Beielstein et al., 2010). The AI field is also moving gradually in a similar
direction, starting with some authors complaining about the current situation and suggesting some
fixes. As the Atari Learning Environment is one of the most popular game-related benchmarks of
recent years, the work of Machado et al. (2018) is especially interesting in this respect.
Setting up benchmarks in game AI often means to provide a whole environment with problem
instances and baseline algorithms connected by a defined API. All this is usually open sourced,
enabling all potential users to check for mistakes, and test and use single components for themselves,
thereby accelerating the speed of these developments enormously. Well-known examples in
this direction are the OpenAI gym21 and Deep Mind’s OpenSpiel.22 More specialized interfaces/
benchmarks as PySc2 for StarCraft23 target a single game only but set up a huge number of defined
problems of different complexity levels and come with a large amount of data that can be used to
learn from human approaches.
Two recent approaches of benchmarks that have actually been designed as competitions are
especially interesting here:
 The Generative Design in Minecraft competition24 provides data (in the form of levels) to the
user who has to come up with an algorithmic approach in order to produce a visually
appealing generated settlement, which is in turn rated by a jury.
 The Obstacle Tower Challenge (OTC25; Juliani et al., 2019) aimed to develop a flexible
agent, which can handle a lot of different situations, such as frequently occur in jump-and-run
games, from finding keys for doors to playing complex minigames inside the game (e.g.,
Sokoban). Participants were provided with test levels to set up their methods, and then were
required to submit agents that were then benchmarked on slightly different levels on
machines belonging to the competition host.
In contrast to the situation in social media analysis, data availability is not the major difficulty
here, although, as in the example of PySc2, a huge bulk of human play data is exchanged.
Anonymization may be much easier for game data, as text information is irrelevant for the analysis
of single- or two-player games. The main issue to tackle is rather establishing a fair comparison.
Runtime comparisons on different hardware and also on slightly different software platforms are
inherently unfair. In the case of the OTC, this is resolved by collecting the agents and running all of
them in one physical environment.
Computer vision. In computer science domains and especially in domains that benefit significantly
from machine learning, in general, such as computer vision, the performance of new machine
learning approaches and algorithms is always evaluated with publicly available benchmarking data
sets. In computer vision, a plethora of standardized data sets exists that tackle different problems.
From character recognition (MNIST), over object detection, and classification (ImageNet) to age
prediction (IMDB-WIKI), data sets are freely available and can be accessed by researchers from all
over the world (LeCun et al., 2010; Rothe et al., 2018; Russakovsky et al., 2015). There exist several
competitions in this domain as well. However, in general, the data are usually available for down-
load and only the target variable is kept secret. The Kaggle platform is used in this context as well.
(Automated) machine learning. The goal of Automated Machine Learning (AutoML; Hutter et al.,
2018) is to create supervised algorithms that work well on unknown data sets and can tune them-
selves automatically without human intervention. Here, the situation is comparable to what was
described in the previous section as restricted data access. Especially in this domain, a centralized
competition platform exists, to which source code of external algorithms can be uploaded: Coda-
Lab.26 A researcher can use the CodaLab platform to create competitions, to which competitors
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submit their code for evaluation, thus ensuring the code is not manually fine-tuned against given data
sets.
Natural language processing (NLP). NLP has a long history of multiple teams of researchers competing
on challenges, often the prediction of human ratings (annotations) of text passages. These competi-
tions are also known as shared tasks. An example of this is the SemEval series of tasks, which has
run since 1998.27 The organizers, who are often leading researchers in the field, acquire the
annotated data and distribute it to the participants. If the data are sensitive, participants are usually
asked not to share it with others, but the degree to which this can be enforced is limited. First, the
participants receive data with annotations, later, they receive the test set without annotations. They
then submit their predictions for the test data to the organizers who evaluate it and present the results.
Today, CodaLab is often used for this evaluation step: Participants upload their output file to the
centralized platform but no code.28 Hosting a task requires considerable effort, but it is prestigious.
Participants submit papers in which they present their approach, and the organizers summarize the
results in a paper.
Benchmarking overview. To summarize the properties of the benchmarking approaches discussed here,
Table 1 presents the capabilities of current benchmarking frameworks along the dimensions impor-
tant for the social media domain and for solving the challenges, which we identified in the Problem
Definition section. Each framework must first and foremost solve the third problem of enabling
comparability. Thus, it is important to consider the aspect of data disclosure as well as the aspect of
complexity. While the former is the prerequisite for formal compliance with existing licensing
conditions, the latter aspect is necessary for wide acceptance and interdisciplinary use of the
framework. The greater the effort required to install an instance of the framework, the more it will
be confined to technology-savvy communities. This should clearly be avoided. Along with these
requirements come hosting and lightweight framework necessities. Extensibility and maximum
flexibility in programming language support will enable wide use in many disciplines of social
media analytics.
With the establishment of such a framework—especially with the inclusion of nondisclosure and
local hosting requirements—the previously defined problems of deviating sampling of data used for
comparisons and their mutation over time (by the platforms and other influences) are at least
partially solved. Archiving data once collected and making it available eliminates uncertain
sampling influences when data are obtained by others. It simultaneously detaches the data from the
temporal context of the collection. The data are therefore available unchanged in the state they were
at the time of collection. Nevertheless, the decentralized hosting of the data makes it possible to offer
different data sets, which may well vary in terms of sampling, as a basis for benchmarking. The
resulting diversity of data samples can be used to evaluate and increase the robustness of analytical
approaches.










Kaggle Comp Yes External Low No No Yes Any
BBComp Partly Internal Medium Yes No No Any
Codalab Yes/no Both High Yes No No Any
Ours No Internal Low Yes Yes Yes Any
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With this discussion in mind, Codalab can be considered as the only existing suitable candidate
from Table 1. This is because social media data currently cannot be disclosed to external parties and
thus cannot be uploaded to an external web service; Kaggle Comp and BBComp do not offer a
solution to this problem. Codalab offers the option for the researcher to host the complete platform
on their own infrastructure, thus entirely within their own domain. However, as mentioned before
and indicated in the table, the framework is highly complex to manage and is equipped with a
plethora of features that are simply not relevant for the current task: the indirect supply of social
media data that cannot be shared.
Thus, in the following, we propose a specialized but flexible and lightweight framework, which
addresses the discussed problems and enables social media researchers from the computer and social
sciences to share data for comparison and benchmarking.
Framework Requirements
Before we specify the requirements for a framework that aims to overcome the issues discussed
above, we specify the important roles that participate in such an environment. First, the data holder,
as the name implies, has access to data that cannot be shared. In our proposed framework, this role is
responsible for hosting the evaluation infrastructure. Second, there exists a role representing those
who want to run an algorithm on the data without having access to it. We refer to this role as the
researcher.
Why are the existing approaches not sufficient to overcome the issue presented? As discussed in
previous sections, data accessibility in social media analytics is the limiting factor, similar to the
situation in the AutoML domain. In many of the existing competitions, for example, in NLP, all
participants are given access to the training data. In cases where this should be avoided, such as in
the AutoML example, high setup costs are involved. Setting up the CodaLab platform, for example,
on one’s own server is far from simple and requires complex configuration. It has many features that
might be useful when the goal is to host a competition for dozens of simultaneously competing
participants, but the use case we address is fundamentally different.
Keeping both sides—the researcher (who does not have access to the data) and the data holder—
incentivized is another major challenge when it comes to the specification of such an evaluation
platform. In order to motivate data holders to host an evaluation architecture, it should be easy to
deploy and configure. This requirement holds for the researcher side, too. By keeping the overhead
of additional configuration and implementation as low as possible, the incentive for researchers to
push their algorithms to the platform can be maximized. Therefore, the framework should be as
lightweight as possible so that it can be quickly deployed by many data holders in the domain.
Another fundamental requirement is the free choice of the programming language used by the
researcher and, as a result, the independence of any development environment and module depen-
dencies from the benchmarking system. While there are definitely some preferred programming
languages and packages for scientific computing, there is still a plethora of algorithms (mostly
baseline approaches) implemented in what is now considered legacy programming languages.
Therefore, the framework should be constructed in a way that allows any software product to be
utilized, without further restrictions, to the greatest extent possible.
While one of the major advantages of any such standardized framework is the evaluation of data
without direct access, another positive effect is comparability between different methods or
approaches for a given task. The creation of trust in the correctness and validity of the calculated
metrics is of utmost importance to ensure widespread acceptance in the research community.
To summarize, an evaluation framework for social media analytics should fulfill at least the
following requirements:
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1. It should be easy and intuitive to set up, configure, and deploy on the data holders side.
2. There should be minimal overhead for researcher engagement (including implementation
and submission to evaluation platforms).
3. There should be few restrictions on the researcher’s choice of programming language and
libraries.
4. The evaluation platform environment should be safe and should ensure data integrity.
5. The trustworthiness of evaluation results should be ensured.
Proposed Framework
To fulfill the requirements above while minimizing additional implementation effort, we utilize
operating system–level virtualization techniques. Figure 1 displays the core components of the
proposed architecture from both the data holder and researcher perspectives. We now briefly
describe the overall architecture and each of its components. Then, we provide an overview of how
the framework is intended to be used in practice by examining a workflow example.
Framework Architecture
The data holder side consists of four components, which can be categorized into three classes. The
first class includes the fixed components, highlighted in blue, which are preimplemented modules
that will rarely need to be customized. These are the front end and the REST (Representational State
Transfer) API service. The REST API service implements a unified interface through which the
researcher’s solution component accesses data and arranges for the evaluation of its results—that is,
it provides the single communication point through which information can be exchanged between
the researcher’s solution and the data holder. The front end is a web-based dashboard that serves
multiple purposes. First, it facilitates the submission of new solution components by the researcher.
Figure 1. Proposed evaluation framework.
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We use “solution” to refer to a Docker image which includes all the code, libraries, and dependen-
cies that are needed to run the client’s algorithm. Second, it provides a central location for visualiz-
ing the results of evaluating researchers’ submissions. This could be a leaderboard with different
evaluation metrics (e.g., accuracy, recall, precision). Again, both of these components are regarded
as clearly defined noncustomizable components that rarely need changing.
The second class includes two customizable components hosted by the data holder: the eva-
luator and the data. The evaluator is responsible for conducting the evaluation task on the specified
data set (in case more than one data set is available). Obviously, the data holder is not only
responsible for defining the evaluation task but also for specifying which metrics are appropriate.
While the specification of data formats for submission and the evaluation strategy are the respon-
sibility of the data holder, we want to highlight that there are several standard tasks in social media
analytics that can be implemented in advance, leaving only the specification of the underlying data
set to be customized. A common task is supervised classification (e.g., classifying bots and
human-driven accounts and the detection of hate speech). We argue, therefore, that the evaluator
should be regarded as a semi-customizable component. For some problems, the data holder just
has to “switch” the underlying data set, while for more unique tasks (e.g., measuring the extent of
inauthentic coordination), additional programming effort may be required to define the evaluation
procedure.
The third class holds the solution component, which has to be specified by the researcher. Using
the APIs available on the data holder side, it accesses the data holder’s data sets, and executes its
algorithm on the retrieved data, and then arranges for the evaluation of its algorithm’s results on
separate validation data (also made available by the data holder). In principle, the solution compo-
nent is a Docker container that holds an implementation of an algorithmic task-solver, the associated
dependencies, which is provided with a means to communicate with the RESTful services described
above when the container runs. No direct communication occurs between the evaluator and the
solution. Data retrieval and submission of predictions for evaluation will only be allowed through
the RESTful service. There are several reasons for this method of communication; most importantly,
using REST allows the researcher solution to be written in any programming language as long as it
can make HTTP requests. Additionally, it defines the methods to access and submit solutions,
making the implementation and associated configuration as simple as possible. Other than the API,
the only knowledge the solution component requires is the address and port of the server component
within the provided virtual network (and this information can be predefined or introduced via
runtime parameters).
Example Workflow
Any time there are research questions that require access to a privileged data set to be answered, our
proposed architecture could be employed. Social media data sets fit that criteria, but the applicability
of this approach is much broader. We now provide an example workflow based on a simple mock
use case representative of the kinds mentioned as anecdotes. In our example, we assume that a
research group has used the Twitter API to crawl public tweets and has classified them as hate or
nonhate speech via a crowdsourcing annotation study, thereby producing a valuable labeled data
set. Moreover, they have also developed a new deep-learning approach that automatically (without
human intervention) tunes itself and classifies the data correctly, outperforming existing state-of-
the-art algorithms on this new ground-truth data.
The research group plans to publish the new approach in an internationally recognized journal.
Therefore, they make the source code available to the research community on a code repository
platform such as Github. To prove the validity of their claims, the research group now has to show
that their results are (a) reproducible, that is, other research groups can recreate the computed
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performance results and that (b) the proposed solution outperforms existing approaches on the data.
In this scenario, both requirements cannot be fulfilled simply due to the fact that the research data
cannot be shared with the community. Consequently, potential reviewers of the article have to put
unconditional trust in the validity of the claims.
Our proposed framework can be used by the research group (now: data holder) to facilitate this
desired comparability and increase the trust of the conducted research. The data holder therefore will
need to install the data set and customize an appropriate evaluator. Since the task itself is a textbook
example of a supervised binary classification problem, a predefined evaluator template can be used
and the only configuration needed specifies the structure of the given data set. Next, the framework
has to be started at the data holder’s site. This launches the front end, the evaluator, and the RESTful
server providing the API. All components are hosted in individual virtual Docker containers, and the
Docker environment facilitates communication within a virtual and isolated network. Only the front
end needs to be externally accessible to permit the submission of new solutions and allow inspection
of the current leaderboard.
After the data holder environment is deployed, (external) researchers can submit their solution
components via a web interface. Subsequently, the platform arranges the solution components (i.e.,
the submitted Docker containers) to be run, so that it can train and test its algorithm on the data as
necessary. When deployed on the data holder side, in the last step, the solution component locally
fetches the validation data from the API and evaluates the trained model/solution on it. After
evaluation, the results and performance metrics are passed back to the solution submitter and posted
to the leaderboard with the consent of the submitter. Besides the fact that the new data set is now
made implicitly available to the research community, a profound advantage of this procedure is that
external researchers can now quickly reproduce the proposed method’s results by downloading the
code from Github and submitting it to the platform. Under the assumption of a broad acceptance of
our approach, each platform instance can now be considered as a representation of the status quo (as
well as the complete history) of task performances on specific data sets. This makes the overall
academic process much easier, as the scoreboard (with the access date) can be cited as proof of the
proposed approach’s superiority. In the long term, this also may lead to a situation where it is
considered good academic practice (and even required by high-tier outlets) to provide such proof
within submitted publications.
The complete process of solution submission and deployment is shown in Figure 2. A more
in-depth specification of the proposed prototype, including a blueprint of the RESTful API as well as
the evaluator component, can be found in the Online Appendix.
Discussion and Perspectives
In this work, we shed light on a problem that is well known by almost every researcher working in
the field of social media analytics: the limited ability of researchers to meaningfully compare
computational methods due to restrictions when it comes to data sharing. We illustrated this issue
by describing the resulting limitations in various subdomains of the field. A further investigation of
how benchmarking and data comparability are handled in other computational research areas
revealed that the problem of such restricted access to data is almost unique to social media analytics.
As an exception, we found that in the field of automated machine learning, competitions are
organized in such a way that competitors do not have direct access to data. In those competitions,
code is externally executed by the data holder—usually, a centralized infrastructure that hosts the
competition. We adopted the core idea and conceptualized a distributed framework that enables
benchmarking without data exchange. Instead, data holders encapsulate data in a lightweight envi-
ronment that allows the evaluation of the respective data by external methods without publishing the
data. However, we are still at the beginning of dealing with this inherent domain problem. Although
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our proposed solution tackles a plethora of the identified issues, it is still a prototype that does not
solve the whole problem. Therefore, it is necessary that the community adapts and develops the
concept. Here, we reflect on the remaining issues and discuss implications and consequences.
Creating Trust
One of the main concerns that comes with our proposed distributed evaluation architecture is the
creation of trust into the validity of the results generated at each data holder’s site. Since data science
is a competitive field and the success of new algorithms is highly dependent on how well they
perform, there may be an incentive for researchers hosting their own data sets to manipulate
evaluation results, such that their algorithm performs best when compared with other approaches.
Certainly, it is almost impossible to avoid such individual manipulation attempts or to prevent them.
However, our framework’s terms of use can require component customization and other modifica-
tions to be made public. We argue that, in any case, with increased acceptance of the framework and
a plethora of instances, hosted by different research groups, a network of trust will emerge organi-
cally. If an algorithm only works well on data hosted by the developer of the method, this will raise
questions of overfitting, whereas an algorithm that performs well on multiple instances of our
framework will be more likely to be trusted.
Conceptual Issues
The proposed concept may raise various detailed questions that require attention in future work, but

















Figure 2. Sequence diagram to submit a new algorithm.
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One key issue with our framework is the limited capacity to distribute the computational load.
Since the data cannot leave the data holder’s side, all computations have to be done on hardware that
is owned by the data holder. Especially for computationally intensive tasks, this remains a problem
that is beyond the scope of this work. The issue of computation time is also strongly connected with
the issue of creating incentives for all participants. Why should the data holder execute external
algorithmic approaches on their machines, when these are created by different research groups
(which would be equivalent to competitors)? Science can be incentivized by measures that fit the
Open Science approach discussed before. It could be requested that used benchmarking data be cited
in the work on new methods. On the one hand, this would lead to the corresponding scientific
recognition of infrastructure operation and data collection. On the other hand, this is also a mechan-
ism for identifying particularly suitable benchmarks within the community and rewarding their
continued existence. At the same time, the distributed operation of benchmarking instances accord-
ing to the proposed concept relieves each individual scientist of the burden of archiving vast amounts
of benchmarking data and still keeping and maintaining them for later verification of results (even if
not publicly accessible).
Additionally, there is an incentive for social media platforms themselves to host such infrastruc-
ture: Besides benefits for marketing, it may also provide opportunities for not losing control of the
narrative depending on what researchers discover and how they report it. A model similar to that
used by military and national security think tanks forming the link between the military and national
security agencies as well as industry has been suggested (Persily & Tucker, 2020) but with the
specific requirement that researchers need to maintain their independence from any social media
platforms to whose data they get privileged access (Persily & Tucker, 2020, pp. 325–326).
Of course, we cannot deny that this benchmarking concept was designed with specific use cases
in mind. It is therefore an important task to examine the concept for further use cases and at the same
time to suggest suitable measures for evaluating results. For example, it is certainly easier to propose
benchmarks for binary classification (e.g., for the detection of social bots) than to include campaign
detection in a suitable benchmark, since there is usually no ground truth available. Nevertheless,
suitable metrics can be defined to compare achieved results. It is then necessary to agree on a
multitude of metrics rather than a single metric, which can be used in the community to evaluate
such use cases.
In theory, it is also possible in our framework to train models on external data without the data
being shared. If there is a sound basis for this (with regard to terms and conditions as well as ethical
and privacy-related considerations), the trained models may be returned and further enhanced with
more specific training. Naturally, it must be ensured that the trained models cannot be reverse
engineered and do not consist of the identity function, which would simply reveal the raw data.
Legal Issues
The approach described in this article will overcome licensing limitations from the owners of data
sources (including but not limited to social media platforms), which prevent data sets collected from
them from being shared with third parties. Once collected, the data are required to remain with the
data holder and not be shared or transferred, as this will contravene the terms of collection.
Any researcher use of the architecture will need to be subject to some basic terms and conditions
of access, at the very least to ensure the data source’s conditions are maintained. If the data set is
subject to ethical restraints on its use (which will depend on the manner of its collection), the
restraints will need to be made public and the researcher self-evaluate their compliance with the
restraints or sign up to the relevant ethics protocol, as appropriate, potentially as part of a registration
process. Manual data holder-side evaluation of applications to join the ethics protocol (i.e.,
case-by-case assessment by a person) may be required, and this will increase the overheads imposed
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on the data holder (or at least their institution). Similarly, privacy restraints on access to or use of the
data need to be identified and, again, the researchers self-assess compliance. For particularly sen-
sitive data, this may have to take place manually or by negotiation between researchers. Compliance
with privacy rules is complicated by cross-jurisdictional access—what may be acceptable in a
researcher’s location may not be permitted at the data holder’s location.
If the data are configured in a way that hides sensitive portions, then any analysis must respect
that configuration and the researcher must agree not to act in a way to expose that sensitive data.
A prohibition on deanonymizing deliberately anonymized data would be an example of this.
Any other restraints on the data set as collected will need to be included in the terms of access and
notified to the researcher and the researcher agree to honor the limitations. This can be done
contractually through a registration process and can be supported by automatic code analysis to
check that submissions adhere to technical limitations (e.g., not attempting to open sockets to hosts
other than the data holder). The data holder’s computational infrastructure may also have conditions
to be imposed on access, such as rate of access, times of access, storage and processing limits, and
constraints from the hosting institutions.
Going Beyond the Proposed Concept
The proposed concept offers a much-needed step in the direction of more transparent, comparable,
that is, replicable science on social media analytics. Of course, many of our suggestions require
further discussions in the community. However, we are convinced that there is broad agreement in
the community on the necessity of a common benchmarking approach. While some properties of the
concept may need further development, we encourage the community to participate in an agile
fashion pushing this concept toward an accepted benchmarking environment that can constantly
adapt to changes in regulations or access rules of social media platforms. We expect that the further
development of this concept will have to address four major challenges (besides the issues described
above):
1. Trust: We have discussed several ideas to prevent abuse in such a system. As there are
multiple risks for abuse in an environment that may run (potentially) arbitrary code, security
and data protection issues will be of central importance to this framework. However, not
every person on the globe would require access to such a system. A trust-based approach
using a central registry—possibly using ORCID as IDs—seems feasible, also providing a
citeable reference for achieved performances on various data sets. Alternatively, assuming
some homomorphic encryption algorithm exists for a given problem, distributed processing
in a group of institutional supercomputers is also feasible.
2. Resources and costs: We proposed a distributed benchmarking framework that depends on
the willingness of data holders to contribute their data to the community. Therefore, the
lightweight character of the software setup and incentives for investing resources into the
evaluation of external approaches are necessary. In addition to the technical setup of a
benchmarking server, the execution of submitted algorithms may be costly and thus has to
be rewarded with access to other benchmarking environments. This will automatically lead
to a future discussion of centralized versus decentralized arrangements. Both have to be
evaluated, however, we believe that the incentives and business models for a centralized
architecture should be identified first, while decentralized collaboration can be framed as a
longer term grassroots movement to advance scientific methodology.
3. Institutionalization: Considering aspects of centralization for the proposed benchmarking
infrastructure, scientific institutions may collaborate to establish a common social media data
grid that enables the distributed use of individually collected data in combination with
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available institutional (and possibly idle) computing resources. However, this approach
potentially also provides a model for the social media platforms themselves to implement
server infrastructure for making discreet and fixed data sets available to researchers while
retaining overall control of the data, potentially saving the original researcher engaging in
collection in the first place. Researcher then merely would need to specify the query criteria
and the platform could automatically construct the appropriate results from its data holdings.
This proposition is effective only if the social media platform creates snapshots of the data
set; otherwise, the original issue of nonreplicable data remains, as the platform curates its
broader data accounts (e.g., through deleting posts and users as appropriate), and could be
hard to distinguish from the monetized tiers of data access. In addition, the commercial
approach carries the risk of a renewed lack of transparency. Moreover, the control over the
benchmarking data lies exclusively with the respective platform, which again leads to a
dependency of the scientific data basis on commercially operating companies.
4. Unification: By creating a unified access path to individually held data, the developed
framework directly contributes to the comparability of methods and thus to a normalization
of the research environment. At the same time, however, the proposal—assuming its global
use—can also lead to a harmonization of ethical and regulatory protocols, which up to now
IRBs have had to consider on a case-by-case basis. In the short term, it can eliminate the need
to release data for data exchange, leading to less time-consuming preparation for (usually
very restrictive) data exchange. Since the data provided never leave the local domain, it is
sufficient to comply with the individual regulations and protocols for data collection. In the
medium term, we could envision and speculate on an evolutionary process leading to
the homogenization of IRB policies. Assuming widespread adoption of the framework,
the policies of the most accepted providers (based on the most data and best information)
will prevail and may determine IRB policies with respect to the collection of social media
data. If nothing else, the incentive underlying this evolutionary process could be a citation
requirement of data used for a comparative study.
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